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Abstract

This study delves into the unexpected link between the popularity of the first name Pearl and the 
Libertarian votes for senators in Colorado, spanning the years from 1984 to 2020. Leveraging data from 
the US Social Security Administration and MIT Election Data and Science Lab, Harvard Dataverse, our 
research team unearthed a correlation coefficient of 0.9378551, with a statistically significant p-value of 
less than 0.01. Our findings reveal a striking and robust association between the prevalence of the name 
Pearl and support for Libertarian candidates in Colorado senatorial elections. The implications of this 
correlation elicit both surprise and amusement, much like finding a hidden gem in an ordinary setting. The
persistence of this relationship over several decades raises intriguing questions about the potential 
influence of seemingly innocuous factors on political preferences. One cannot help but wonder if the 
correlation can be attributed to the name’s lustrous connotations or its association with timeless elegance 
– a veritable pearl of wisdom in the world of electoral politics. This study underscores the need for further 
exploration of the curious interplay between nomenclature and political behavior. As the saying goes, 
"Why did the libertarian vote for the candidate named Pearl? Because she was an un-Pearl-leled choice.
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1. Introduction The  relationship  between  names  and
political affiliations has long been a subject
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of  curiosity  and  amusement.  From  the
voting patterns of individuals named Dennis
in  Ohio  to  the  electoral  preferences  of
Susans in Wisconsin, the interplay between
nomenclature  and  political  behavior
continues  to  capture  the  imagination  of
researchers  and  laypersons  alike.  In  this
vein, the present study sets out to examine
the  peculiar  correlation  between  the
prevalence of the first name Pearl and the
Libertarian votes for senators in the state of
Colorado.

One  might  be  inclined  to  think  that  the
connection  between  a  name  and  political
inclinations  is  as  tenuous  as  a  delicate
string  of  pearls  –  but  our  findings  tell  a
different  story.  Much  like  a  rare  pearl
discovered  unexpectedly,  the  strong  and
enduring  association  uncovered  in  this
research  has  left  many  scratching  their
heads,  wondering what this all  means.  It's
almost  as  surprising  as  finding  a  stray
oyster in a freshwater river!

The  allure  of  this  investigation  lies  in  its
unexpected nature, akin to stumbling upon
a  glimmering  pearl  in  an  otherwise
mundane  shell.  Our  research  team
leveraged data from the US Social Security
Administration  and  MIT Election  Data  and
Science Lab, Harvard Dataverse, to conduct
a rigorous analysis spanning the years from
1984 to 2020. The correlation coefficient of
0.9378551  not  only  raised  eyebrows  but
also elicited a fair  share of  pearl-clutching
astonishment in the academic community.

Delving into the statistical intricacies of this
correlation,  one cannot  help but  marvel  at
the eerily high level of association between
the name Pearl and support for Libertarian
candidates in Colorado senatorial elections.
It's almost as if  the name itself  possesses
an inherent  libertarian charm, much like a
persuasive political candidate who manages
to capture the hearts of voters. In the words
of  a  wise  electoral  statistician,  "When  it
comes  to  predicting  political  behavior,
sometimes  the  statistician  needs  to  dive

deep into the ocean of data in search of a
hidden Pearl."

The sustained presence of  this  bond over
several  election  cycles  prompts  one  to
ponder  the  fascinating  role  of  seemingly
innocuous  factors  in  shaping  political
preferences. After all, it is not every day that
one stumbles upon a shell containing both a
precious pearl and an unexpected ballot. As
the old saying goes, "Why did the libertarian
vote  for  the  candidate  named  Pearl?
Because, much like a well-crafted statistical
model,  she  exuded  an  air  of  confidence
interval."

2. Literature Review

Various  studies  in  nomenclature  and
political behavior have provided insight into
the  intriguing  ways  in  which  individuals'
names may be associated with their political
affiliations. In "Smith et al.," the authors find
a  positive  correlation  between  certain
names  and  conservative  voting  patterns,
suggesting an influence of nomenclature on
political  ideology.  Similarly,  "Doe  and
Johnson"  demonstrate  an  unexpected  link
between  the  popularity  of  specific  first
names and partisan preferences, shedding
light  on the potential  impact  of  names  on
electoral outcomes.

Turning  to  the  intersection  of  psychology
and  nomenclature,  "Jones  and  Brown"
explore the subconscious effects of names
on  individuals'  decision-making  processes.
Their  research  suggests  that  names  can
subconsciously  influence  perceptions  and
attitudes,  thereby  potentially  shaping
political  inclinations.  These  scholarly
investigations underscore the complexity of
the relationship between nomenclature and
political  behavior,  unraveling  a  web  of
connections  that  goes  far  beyond  mere
coincidence.

In the realm of non-fiction literature, works
such as "Freakonomics" by Steven D. Levitt
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and  Stephen  J.  Dubner  offer  intriguing
insights  into  unconventional  correlations
and  unexpected  phenomena.  The  book
delves into the hidden dynamics of human
behavior,  uncovering  surprising
relationships that defy conventional wisdom.

On a more whimsical  note,  fictional  works
like Jane Austen's  "Sense and Sensibility"
and "The Pearl" by John Steinbeck provide
narratives that touch upon profound human
experiences  and  unexpected  discoveries.
The themes of societal conventions and the
unearthing  of  hidden  treasures  resonate
with the surprising correlation between the
name Pearl and Libertarian voting patterns
in Colorado.

Furthermore, popular board games such as
"Clue"  and  "Mystery  of  the  Abbey"  invite
players to uncover hidden connections and
solve enigmatic  puzzles.  In  a similar  vein,
the  unexpected  correlation  between  the
name  Pearl  and  political  preferences  in
Colorado presents a captivating puzzle for
researchers to unravel – a puzzle that may
just be the "pearl" of all political mysteries.

As  the  old  adage  goes,  "Why  did  the
libertarian  vote  for  the  candidate  named
Pearl?  Because  she  promised  to  be  the
'gem' of the senate."

3. Our approach & methods

To  unravel  the  enigmatic  relationship
between  the  popularity  of  the  first  name
Pearl and Libertarian votes for senators in
Colorado,  a  multi-faceted  approach  was
employed. The first step involved retrieving
historical data on the frequency of the name
Pearl  from  the  US  Social  Security
Administration's baby name database. The
data, spanning from 1984 to 2020, provided
a rich tapestry of Pearl's prominence in the
naming  landscape.  It's  like  finding  a  rare
pearl  in a sea of mundane names, truly a
gem of a find in the vast expanse of dataset
ocean.

Simultaneously, electoral data pertaining to
Colorado  senatorial  elections  during  the
same  period  was  procured  from  the  MIT
Election  Data  and  Science  Lab,  Harvard
Dataverse.  This  intricate  dance  between
personal  nomenclature  and  political
expression was akin to observing the ebb
and flow of ocean currents carrying precious
cargo  –  in  this  case,  the  electoral
preferences of the citizens of Colorado. It's
almost  as  if  the  political  landscape was a
sprawling, data-rich oyster, waiting to reveal
its hidden electoral pearls.

Upon harmonizing these disparate datasets,
a  meticulous  statistical  analysis  was
conducted  to  discern  the  correlation
between the prevalence of the name Pearl
and  the  proportion  of  Libertarian  votes
garnered  by  senators  in  Colorado.  The
correlation  coefficient  was  calculated,  and
its  statistical  significance  was  determined
through  rigorous  hypothesis  testing.  The
precision  and  care  taken  in  this  analysis
were  akin  to  the  delicate  art  of  stringing
pearls into a harmonious necklace – each
statistical  test  a  lustrous  addition  to  the
overall ensemble.

In  addition  to  examining  the  overall
correlation,  stratified  analyses  were
performed to explore potential temporal and
demographic  nuances  in  the  relationship.
This  thorough  investigation  into  the
multifaceted facets of  the Pearl-Libertarian
connection was reminiscent of meticulously
examining each unique pearl in an opulent
necklace,  appreciating  both  its  individual
beauty  and  its  contribution  to  the  larger
pattern. It's as if  each election year was a
distinct  pearl  in  the  electoral  necklace,
contributing its unique shine to the overall
correlation.

Furthermore,  control  variables  such  as
socioeconomic  indicators  and  electoral
trends were meticulously integrated into the
analysis to ascertain the robustness of the
relationship  between  the  name  Pearl  and
Libertarian  voting  patterns.  This  careful
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adjustment  for  confounding  factors
paralleled  the  meticulous  craftsmanship
involved  in  shaping  a  flawless  pearl,
ensuring that the resultant correlation shone
with unadulterated brilliance. It's almost as if
each  control  variable  was  meticulously
polished to ensure the purity of the overall
correlation, much like fine-tuning the facets
of a precious gemstone.

Lastly, to assess the generalizability of the
findings,  sensitivity  analyses  and  cross-
validation procedures were implemented to
evaluate  the  stability  of  the  correlation
across  different  subsamples  and  model
specifications.  This  comprehensive
approach to validating the robustness of the
Pearl-Libertarian  correlation  was
reminiscent of stress-testing the durability of
a  pearl  necklace,  ensuring  that  each
connection remained secure in the face of
varying conditions. It's like ensuring that the
pearl  necklace  holds  its  luster  amidst  the
ever-changing tides of electoral dynamics.

4. Results

The  results  of  our  analysis  revealed  a
remarkably  strong correlation  between  the
prevalence of the first name Pearl and the
Libertarian votes for Senators in Colorado.
Over  the  period  from  1984  to  2020,  we
found  a  striking  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9378551,  indicating  an  unusually  robust
relationship  between  these  seemingly
unrelated variables. It's as if the name Pearl
and libertarian votes were a match made in
statistical  heaven  -  or  perhaps  a  match
made in a jewelry store!

The  correlation  coefficient  of  0.9378551,
with  an  r-squared  value  of  0.8795721,
suggests that approximately 87.96% of the
variation in Libertarian votes for Senators in
Colorado  can  be  explained  by  the
prevalence  of  the  first  name  Pearl.  This
strong relationship raises the question: Are
political  views  influenced  by  the  lustrous
allure of a name, much like a mesmerizing

pearl  captures the eye of  an admirer? It's
almost as if the name Pearl casts a spell on
voters,  drawing  them  toward  libertarian
ideals, like moths to a flame – or should we
say, pearls to a Libertaran flame?

Further underscoring the robustness of this
relationship,  the  p-value of  less  than 0.01
indicates  that  the  observed  correlation  is
statistically  significant.  One  might  say  it's
more significant  than finding a pearl  in an
oyster  – after  all,  statistical  significance is
quite a gem in the world of research. This
makes  the  likelihood  of  the  correlation
occurring  by  chance  less  than  1%,
prompting a whirlwind of pondering among
researchers akin to unraveling the mystery
of a lost pearl in the vast ocean of data.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

As indicated by the scatterplot in Fig. 1, one
can visually discern the remarkably strong
linear  relationship  between the prevalence
of the first  name Pearl and the Libertarian
votes for Senators in Colorado. It's almost
as clear as a perfectly spherical pearl under
the bright lights of a jeweler's display case.
This  compelling  visual  representation
underscores  the  magnitude  of  the
correlation,  leaving  a  lasting  impression
much  like  an  exquisite  piece  of  pearl
jewelry.

In light of these findings, it  becomes clear
that the association between the prevalence
of  the  first  name  Pearl  and  support  for
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Libertarian  candidates  in  Colorado
senatorial elections is no mere coincidence.
It's as if the name itself carries a libertarian
charisma,  drawing  individuals  toward  the
timeless  elegance  of  libertarian  ideals.  In
the end,  one can't  help  but  marvel  at  the
unexpected  and  enchanting  connection
between a seemingly simple name and the
complex  world  of  political  preferences.  It's
almost like finding a rare pearl in a sea of
electoral  data  -  a  discovery with  profound
implications  and,  of  course,  a  great
opportunity  for  a  dad  joke  about  precious
stones!

5. Discussion

The findings  of  our  study offer  compelling
evidence  for  the  unexpected  correlation
between the  prevalence  of  the  first  name
Pearl and Libertarian votes for Senators in
Colorado.  The  remarkably  high  correlation
coefficient  of  0.9378551  lends  substantial
support to prior literature that has explored
the intriguing  connections  between names
and political preferences. This correlation is
as striking as discovering a flawless pearl in
an  unexpected  location  –  a  rare  and
precious find indeed!

The  substantial  alignment  between  our
results and prior research underscores the
significance  of  seemingly  trivial  factors,
such as nomenclature,  in  shaping political
behavior. The association we uncovered is
more  solid  than  a  well-crafted  pearl
necklace, reaffirming the notion that names,
much  like  precious  gems,  possess  an
unanticipated  allure  that  can  influence
individuals'  decision-making processes and
electoral choices.

The persistence of  the relationship  across
several  decades reinforces the notion that
the  influence  of  nomenclature  on  political
leanings  is  more  than  just  a  whimsical
hypothesis.  This  consistency is  as reliable
as  the  steady  luster  of  a  genuine  pearl,
highlighting  the  enduring  impact  of  a

seemingly  mundane  variable  on  the
complex landscape of political preferences.
It's  almost  as if  the name Pearl  has been
quietly  casting  its  libertarian  spell  on
Colorado  voters,  akin  to  the  way  a  pearl
exudes its timeless radiance.

The  statistically  significant  p-value  further
bolsters the credibility of our findings, as it
diminishes  the  likelihood  of  the  observed
correlation occurring by mere chance. This
robust statistical support is more convincing
than  a  gemologist  identifying  an  authentic
pearl,  reaffirming  the  authenticity  of  the
observed  association  between  the
prevalence of the name Pearl and support
for Libertarian candidates in Colorado.

Moreover,  the  visual  representation  of  the
strong linear  relationship  in  the scatterplot
resonates with the vivid clarity of a perfectly
crafted  pearl,  leaving  an  indelible
impression much like a resplendent piece of
pearl jewelry. This visual confirmation of the
correlation  enhances the comprehensibility
of  our findings, much like a well-displayed
pearl accentuating its inherent elegance. It's
almost  as  if  the  correlation  between  the
name Pearl and libertarian votes has been
laid  out  for  all  to  see,  akin  to  a  perfectly
showcased pearl in a well-lit jewelry store.

In conclusion, our study not only adds to the
burgeoning literature on the intersection of
nomenclature and political behavior but also
deepens  our  understanding  of  the  role  of
seemingly  trivial  variables  in  shaping
electoral  outcomes.  The  correlation  we
uncovered  is  as  significant  as  a  flawless
pearl in a sea of mundane stones, inviting
further investigation and prompting thought-
provoking discussions. As we reflect on this
unexpected  correlation,  one  could  say
we've  stumbled  upon  a  political  "pearl"  of
great  price  indeed  –  both  a  thought-
provoking finding and a perfect opportunity
for a dad joke about precious stones.

6. Conclusion
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In  conclusion,  our  study  has  unveiled  a
compelling and robust  correlation between
the prevalence of the first name Pearl and
the  Libertarian  votes  for  senators  in
Colorado,  over  the  span  of  nearly  four
decades.  The  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9378551,  paired  with  a  statistically
significant  p-value,  indicates  a  connection
that is more solid than a well-crafted pearl
necklace.  It  seems  that  the  allure  of
libertarian  ideals  and  the  name  Pearl  go
hand  in  hand,  much  like  a  pearl  and  an
oyster - a match made in statistical heaven!

This  unexpected  phenomenon  opens  a
veritable  treasure  trove  of  questions,
sparking  both  curiosity  and  amusement.
One cannot help but wonder if  the name's
association  with  timeless  elegance  has
entranced  voters  much  like  a  rare  and
lustrous pearl capturing the eye. It's as if the
name  Pearl  possesses  an  inherent
libertarian  charm,  drawing  voters  toward
candidates who embody the classic beauty
of libertarian values. One might say that the
name Pearl has truly become an "un-Pearl-
leled"  choice  among  libertarian  voters  in
Colorado - cue the obligatory dad joke!

As we reflect on the findings of this study, it
becomes clear that the connection between
the prevalence of the first name Pearl and
support  for  Libertarian  candidates  in
Colorado  senatorial  elections  is  no  mere
coincidence.  The  strength  of  this
relationship is as undeniable as the appeal
of  a  perfectly  spherical  pearl  under  bright
lights.  The  statistical  significance  of  this
correlation  is  undoubtedly  a  gem  in  the
world of research, prompting a whirlwind of
pondering  among  researchers  akin  to
unraveling the mystery of a lost pearl in the
vast ocean of data.

In  light  of  these  compelling  findings,  it  is
safe to say that no further research in this
area is needed. The evidence of the curious
correlation  between  the  popularity  of  the
name  Pearl  and  Libertarian  votes  for
Senators  in  Colorado  stands  as  solid  as,

well,  a  pearl  itself.  It's  as  if  the  statistical
ocean has revealed its prized gem, and it's
high  time  we  let  this  unexpected  pearl  of
wisdom shine on its own!
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